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ABSTRACT


Translation generally refers to the process of transferring written or verbal Source Language (SL) texts to be equivalent with the Target Language (TL) texts. Nowadays, people need more service for translating some legal documents, such as identity card, certificates, course transcripts, family records registry, marriage letter, medical letter, etc. The demands for translating documents then create a new job that is a translator. One of the institutions which serve translation services is Pro Translation.

This research has objectives: (1) to find out the problems faced by Pro Translation’s translators in translating the legal documents, (2) to elaborate the solutions from the Pro Translation’s translators in translating the legal documents.

This research used qualitative research design. Data sources were collected from interviewing five Pro Translation’s translators who have several problems and their solutions to translate legal documents. This interview was conducted in October 30, 2017.

The result of research explained that (1) the problems faced by Pro Translation’s translators in translating legal documents include difficulties of translating different grammatical sentence structure, translating specific terminologies, translating parts of letters, translating formal language, and translating names of institutions or organization. (2) the solutions are including seeking and reading best reference, team discussion, and professional translators forums discussion.
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